Port Arthur Historic Site – Race through Time

Race through Time
Answer sheet List of Convict characters

Do not give to participants!
Organisers need to make up sets of cards for each of the groups as per below.

CARD
Team 1

SUIT

Name

7
7
4
7
Team 2

hearts
spades
diamonds
clubs

George Hunt
Thomas Davis
John Hare
Stephen Ashton

2

hearts

3
3
3
Team 3

hearts
clubs
spades

William
McColligan
Walter paisley
James Gavagan
William Bickle

King
King
King

spades
hearts
clubs

Daniel Nightingale
William Moore
Henry Fewens

King
Team 4

diamonds William Collins

Jack

spades

10

diamonds Thomas walker

10
5
Team 5

clubs
clubs

Ace

clubs

6
9
8
6
Team 6
Queen
Queen
5

John Jones

John Thomas
Daniel Fraser

Thomas
Dickenson
clubs
William Saxton
spades
Charles
Constantini
spades
Charles Wellings
diamonds Henry Laing

clubs
hearts
hearts

Thomas day
Abraham Hood
Joseph Johnson

Sentenced to transportation for
These men made frequent escape attempts
and most were unsuccessful
Stealing a handkerchief
Stealing 7 shillings and 6pence from a shop
Breaking and entering a warehouse
Burglary
These men arrived at Port Arthur as boys
and were sent to Point Puer
Stealing a handkerchief
Burglary
Stealing 21 umbrellas
Stealing a watch
These men worked in the blacksmith’s
shop at some point
Stealing quantity of iron
Stealing silver spoons
Stealing a silver watch, gold chain and 2
seals
Stealing pair of boots
These men worked in boat crews at some
point
Stealing 50 yards of silk & 50 handkerchiefs
from shop
Stealing a handkerchief and a good deal of
money
Stealing a tablecloth and spoons
House breaking
These men were convicts but were allowed
to work in a trade or job and to earn money
Stealing £130 from a warehouse
Stealing from a dwelling house
Stealing two £5 notes
Desertion and abusing the adjudant
Stealing goods worth £5 from a drug house
These men all worked in a cookhouse at
some point
For theft
Stealing a horse
Unknown crime (Vagrant from cookhouse)
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Sheet 2- The Church

Find the date plaque on the church above the entrance near the bell tower.
1. Draw the date plaque in the box>>>>

1836

2. What happened at the church in that year? They started to build the church

3. Circle two tools that the boys might have used to cut and shape stone for the church

4. Circle two reasons from the list below to explain why this church no longer has a roof
or a steeple.
a. it/they blew away in a big storm
d. burnt in a fire

Find the bells in the display case at bottom of the bell tower.
5. Draw the symbol that can be seen on the bells that tells us that
they were made at Port Arthur.

PA
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Sheet 3 Hospital

1. Look above an entrance
to the hospital to see
this object. What IS it?

C. A frame to hold a
lantern?

2. From the choices below, cross out things that convicts might NOT have been treated for by
a doctor at this hospital.
These words left with (other words crossed out)
broken limbs

diseases

snake bite

cuts and bruises

respiratory problems

3. What was the maximum number of patients who could be looked after at the one time?
C 70

4. Only soldiers and their family members and convicts were
treated at the hospital.
Where were officers, civil servants and their families treated by
the penal settlement’s doctors?
In their own home

5. Port Arthur’s surgeon managed the hospital with the assistance of
convict orderlies.
Do you think that anaesthetic was used during surgery back then?
A.

Definitely NO

Sheet 4 Penitentiary
1. The Penitentiary used to have two sections with four floors and the kitchen/bakery had two
floors. How many windows would there have been altogether on the side that now faces the
Visitor Centre?
TOTAL = 70.. but if they have added the entry section where the clock used to be accept 73
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2. One of the commandants used the nickname ‘lions’ to describe the men on the bottom two
levels of the Penitentiary.
<<<<< How many ‘lions’ were there altogether
on the two bottom levels of the penitentiary?

136

3. The Penitentiary was originally built as a mill to grind flour.
Draw a quick diagram to show how
the grinding wheel was powered.

Has to look like a wheel with
either water or people making it
turn around.

4. Surprisingly most of the convicts could read or were able to attend lessons while they were at
Port Arthur. How many books were found in a place like this?

D 13,253
5. Find the place in the Penitentiary that used to have stained and etched glass windows.
What was this room used for?

Catholic

Chapel

Sheet 5 Guard Tower Military
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3R
4R
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The Guard Tower sits on the high ground with good views of the settlement.
Starting with the letter marked ** unjumble the letters marked * to make a word to
describe the style of building the military area looked like during the convict era…
*c* a

s

t

l

e
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Sheet 6 Separate Prison

1.Port Arthur’s Separate Prison was modelled on
one in England. What was that prison’s name?
Pentonville

2 What were two things that convicts had to do when they were brought out of their cells?
Put on their cell number badges/wear a cap and pull mask down. If any other prisoner was being
walked in the corridor they had to stop and face the wall.
3.Convicts were required to work in their cells. What were two types of work they did?
Mat or broom making/tailoring/shoemaking/picking oakum

This was the one place in the Separate Prison where convicts were allowed to use their
voices.
4. What is the name of this place?
Chapel

5. What was it like in the ‘punishment cell’ in this building?
Dark and silent
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